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alone are likely to find three of these four shapes indistin-
We present a technique for shape representation and the guishable, while methods such as shape templates may be

recognition of objects based on multiscale curvature informa- oblivious to their similarity.
tion. It provides a single framework for both the decomposition Much evidence from both psychology and computer vi-
and recognition of both planar curves as well as surfaces in sion suggests that the estimation of curvature appears to
three-dimensional space. The decomposition operation simulta-

be important for several tasks such as object modellingneously performs data interpolation, data smoothing, and seg-
and recognition [3, 43]. The stable extraction and measure-mentation. The unification of these three stages results in a
ment of curvature information in the presence of noise hassmoothing operation that is coupled with the primitives to be

used in description. Each of the minimization operators, in been dealt with in several ways [6, 12, 31, 62, 65, 67]. One
addition to having a curvature tuning, also has a different characteristic of most existing curvature-measurement
spatial sensitivity function. As a result, the different possible techniques is the assumption that there is a unique curva-
descriptions capture information at multiple spatial scales. This ture measurable at each point on an input curve.1 While
allows a single region of an object to be described in more than

this is obviously true in the analytic case, this leads directlyone way, when appropriate. The practicality of the ensuing
to the issues of signal-versus-noise and of scale in the con-representation is demonstrated by the recognition of planar
text of computer vision. Despite the respectable resultscurves. A matching strategy based on dynamic programming
achieved by some researchers, the need for scale-specificis used. The results illustrate the manner in which a continuous

spectrum of similar objects can be defined, ranging from those operators to deal with noise problems causes an inherent
that are very similar to a target to those that are very different preference for certain ranges of curvature value and in-
from it.  1997 Academic Press volves strong implicit assumptions about the underlying

signal. The curvature of a signal depends on what we call
noise and what we call meaningful signal, and hence may1. INTRODUCTION
take on differing values depending on our goals.

We propose that smoothing processes should explicitlyIn this paper, an approach is proposed for describing
take into account the particular measurements to be madeobjects for the purposes of recognition. We deal with two
from the smoothed data, specifically, the multi-scale mea-issues: building general-purpose multiscale descriptions of
surement of curvature. The curvature-tuned smoothingcurved objects, and extracting a concise set of attributes

that can be used for recognition. Typical examples of the method we have developed and present here allows us to
types of curve we are able to describe as both qualitatively obtain measurements which have not been subjected to
similar, yet discriminably different, are shown in Fig. 1. an unnatural ‘‘flattening’’ or distortion as a result of the
The method is based on the use of approximating curves smoothing [13]. Our technique is based on multiscale
with simple curvature properties. In contrast, alternative smoothing with a specialized form of ‘‘regularization.’’ We
methods based on line segments or curvature extrema

1 This assumption is often only stated implicitly. Some techniques use
multiple scales at an intermediate filtering stage, but then concentrate* Corresponding author. E-mail: dudek@cim.mcgill.edu.

† E-mail: tsotsos@vis.toronto.edu. on selecting the single correct curvature at each point.
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intermediate image representation. The description is a
multiscale structure based on the extraction of changes in
curvature. From the curvature features, a description of
the contour in terms of structural primitives is constructed:
ends, cranks, etc. Ettinger further extends this to deal with
more complex domain-specific primitives [15]. One of the
unresolved questions with this approach is that of the sta-

FIG. 1. Discriminable, yet related, curves. All these curves are similar,
bility of the structures, and the question of their expressiveyet different enough to be discriminable. Many existing curve matching
sufficiency and ubiquity.techniques will have difficulty with them, due to their amorphous

structure. Codons are a descriptive primitive based on curvature
features motivated, in part, by human perception [21, 47].
Codons are defined by sequences of curve extrema, sepa-
rated by curvature minima. By enumerating the set ofshow how that can also be followed by a feature extraction
combinations of such extrema, a simple ‘‘vocabulary’’ forstage that provides a representation suitable for recogni-
curves is developed. Relational constraints that furthertion of curved objects. The fundamental goals and attri-
limit the possible combinations of codons constrain thebutes of this approach are the following:
vocabulary and increase the redundancy in the encoding;

• To use curvature as a fundamental descriptive at- this can be perceived as advantageous because it permits
tribute. error correction (as pointed out by the authors); on the

• To provide a representation that can deal with regions other hand, it reduces the efficiency. Although the codon
for which the choice of ‘‘true’’ curvature is scale dependent. description introduces a conceptually appealing part de-

• To target the smoothing technique to the primitive or composition of curves and can be used for certain types
measurable to be used in recognition. of recognition task [48], several important computational

• To handle noise in a natural and automatic manner. issues including its robust extension to multiple scales and
• To obtain abstract (i.e., non-pointwise) descriptions three dimensional (surface) data remain to be fully ex-

of objects. plored.
Saund constructs a scale space of edge elements by

The method is based on computing alternative smooth avoiding Gaussian blurring to construct a scale space hier-
descriptions of an input curve using a parameterized archy directly from simple edge fragments [51, 52]. The
smoothing functional. The process inserts discontinuities structuring principle is that of aggregating successively
while performing smoothing; the sections between discon- larger or more complex tokens using a predefined set of
tinuities are rated in terms of their goodness-of-fit with grouping strategies. This structuring paradigm is in contrast
respect to the smoothing term and described with a small to numerical filtering methods and is, in some ways, an
number of parameters. The use of these parameters for analogue of discrete knowledge organizing techniques for
indexing is then illustrated. visual information such as ‘‘part-of’’ hierarchies [59, for

example]. A somewhat similar approach is pursued by
1.1. Background Lowe and by Binford [30, 32, 33]. This approach is based

on the aggregation of primitive elements (points, edge
Several methods have been developed to segment curves fragments) using ‘‘perceptual grouping’’ principles that ex-

and extract stable features, sometimes based on curvature. ploit quasi-invariant geometric principles.
Typical approaches include measuring curvature proper- It has been shown that the extraction of curvature inflec-
ties, perhaps attempting to find the single most appropriate tion points from a Gaussian scale-space can be used to
measurement scale at any point on the curve. These initial recognize curved structures [38, 39, 60, 61]. One difficulty
measurements are then used to label points or segments with this approach, however, is that curves or subcurves
of the curve. Such labelled features can then be used for without inflection points all fall into the same equivalence
curve measurement if a similarity metric is provided. Sev- class. Kimia [25, 26] has developed an interesting method
eral alternative methods within this general paradigm have for curve decomposition based on erosion-diffusion space.
been developed [1, 2, 4, 23, 28, 34, 36, 44, 49, 63, 66]. It is based on a combination of smoothing and erosion to

Coupled to the question of how to measure curvature extract subpart decompositions of objects which may prove
is that of how to organize primitive measurements or how to be useful in recognition.
to abstract raw curvature data. Asada and Brady have To summarize the status of curve description methods
developed a description they refer to as the ‘‘curvature (and much work on surface recognition), various ap-
primal sketch’’ [2]. This is an extension of Marr’s concept of proaches have been developed that can be effective given

a suitable (or readily apparent) decomposition of the curvethe ‘‘primal sketch’’ as a fundamental and comprehensive
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into subparts. Likewise, segmentation schemes exist but Ea

b
uk(u(t))u dt 5 Ea

b
uk(M n u(t))u dt. (1)

many are either difficult to relate to stable feature extrac-
tion or multiscale processing. Curvature has proven to be

Curvature is computed from dot and cross products ofa singularly important descriptive feature attribute for both
parametric derivatives and these are purely local quanti-computational and psychophysical reasons. A key issue is
ties, hence independent of rotations and translations. Thehow to deal with the ‘‘scale problem’’ and how to extract
dot and cross products are based only on the lengths of, andusable descriptive tokens within a framework that com-
angles between vectors and, hence, are also independent ofbines the desirability of curvature-based cues, scale, seg-
rigid transformations of the coordinate system.mentation and matching.

For a curve in the plane

1.2. Overview u(t) 5 (x(t), y(t)) (2)

Curvature-tuned smoothing is a representation that can
the curvature can be expressed asbe computed for both curves and surfaces and allows re-

gions with different curvatures to be extracted as alterna-
tive descriptors at a single location on a curve or surface. ku(t) 5

x9(t)y0(t) 2 y9(t)x0(t)

Ïx9(t)2 1 y9(t)23 . (3)
The multiscale nature of the representation provides a
description that can be made robust to noise because it is

Since curvature and torsion together uniquely define abased on smoothing yet is also sensitive to structure at
curve, the knowledge of the curvature function alone ismultiple scales. In this work we presuppose the availability
sufficient, in principle, to determine a planar curve.of a set of points defining a plane curve d(t), or points in

Despite this simple definition, the measurement of cur-3-space defining a surface d(x, y).
vature values that are useful for recognition is a difficultThe equivalence classes of curves generated by this
problem. In principle, curvature is a purely local attribute.method can be made smaller and more discriminative (i.e.,
In order to cope with noise, however, traditional ap-the representation in ‘‘curvature space’’) than is the case
proaches to the measurement of curvature for plane curvesfor representations based on solely the sign of curvature
involve the use of nonlocal models (i.e., to stabilize the(or signs of mean and Gaussian curvature on surfaces).
inverse problem). The extent and shape of the neighbor-For example, curves, subcurves, or surfaces without curva-
hood used for such processing asserts an implicit scaleture sign changes can be discriminated so long as the curva-
specificity (as a result of the interpolant or the supportture varies between them (which must be the case since
function used in estimation).curvature is a complete description of shape information).

This allows for more precise shape discrimination than is
3. CURVATURE, AMBIGUITY, AND SMOOTHINGuaually associated with curvature based object recognition,

particularly in the case of three-dimensional surfaces.
We will begin by reviewing basic concepts of curve repre- One effective method for modelling visual data is by

analogy to the energetics of elastic surfaces [58]. Such ansentation. Next, in Section 3, we present the curvature-
tuned smoothing method for curves and its extension to energy minimization approach can be used to solve the

problems of smoothing, data interpolation, and discontinu-surfaces in three dimensions. In Sections 4 and 5 we con-
sider the analytical properties of the process and its conver- ity detection. A simplified expression for the bending (po-

tential) energy of an elastic rod of length L is [54]: E 5gence. A critical next stage is to simplify the multiscale
description; we propose this abstraction in Section 6. Fi- eL

0 ku(t)2 dt (where we consider, for simplicity, the one-
dimensional case). The constraint due to the data, mod-nally, we show how this description can be applied to curve

matching, present some experimental results and suggest elled as ideal springs distributed under a bending rod, is
given by E 5 eL

0 (u(t) 2 d(t))2 dt, where d(t) is the restsome additional issues.
position of the ends of the springs and u(t) is the location
of the curve modelled as a flexible rod. For cases where

2. WHY CURVATURE? the deflection is small (i.e., the data is flat), these two terms
can be combined and approximated as

Curvature (k(t) for a curve) has desirable computational
and perceptual characteristics [1, 3, 27, 29, 42, 50, 65]. One

E(u) 5 E
T

(u(t) 2 d(t))2 1 l(u0(t))2 dt. (4)such property of curvature is that it is invariant under
planar rotation and translation of the curve [10]. Thus,
if M : R3 R R3 is a rigid transformation and u(t) is a This is known as the ‘‘thin-rod’’ regularizing equation [8,

22, 56, 58, 64], where the second term is referred to as theparameterized curve, then
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For example, the thin-plate smoothing kernel for a bi-
infinite plane has a smoothing kernel given by [8]

G(t, t0) 5
1

2l1/4 e2ut2t0u/l1/4Ï2 cos S ut 2 t0u

l1/4Ï2
2 f/4D (8)

which over large distances can be approximated by its
FIG. 2. Ambiguity of ‘‘natural’’ descriptions. Is the data on top ‘‘re-

envelope, a symmetric exponential decay, G(a, t) 5ally’’ a set of straight lines, as shown on the left by the thick lines, or a
e2aut02t u, with a 5 1/l1/4Ï2. This is a low-pass filter whosecircular arc, as shown on the right?
attenuation can be expressed as the function R(g) 5 2a/
(a2 1 g2) in the frequency domain, that is, asymptotically
proportional to spatial frequency. For sinusoidal input data

stabilizer, in general lS(u(t), t). The equivalent thin-plate in one dimension given by d(t) 5 A sin((1/A)t), the precise
regularizer for a surface S is given by curvature is

E(u) 5 E
S

(u(x, y) 2 d(x, y))2 1 l(=2u(x, y))2 dx dy. (5)
kd(t) 5

(1/A) sin(1/A)t

Ï1 1 cos2(1/A)t
. (9)

To this we add appropriate boundary conditions.
If we smooth this with a kernel of the above form to reduceIn finding a piecewise smooth description of sensed data
nose, for example with a kernel ge2at (where g is a constant),describing a curve embedded in two dimensions, the dis-
the measured curvature is distorted to becontinuities that are inferred and the curvature estimates

produced depend on the particular smoothing model used.
One way to perform smoothing is by minimizing a func-

k(G(a) p d(t)) 5 H 2ga2

a2 1 1/A2J kd(t). (10)tional of the form

E(u) 5 Etb

ta
uu(t) 2 d(t)u2 1 lS(u(t), t) dt. (6) This difficulty applies similarly to any realizable linear filter

since a sinusoid is the eigenfunction for linear filtering.
Hence, the effect of regularization or filtering will appear

By virtue of the fact that it consists of a single set of possible as a perturbation to the curvature function whose ampli-
depth values and discontinuities (and hence curvatures) tude is proportional to the amplitude of the transfer func-
the function u(t) which minimizes such an energy func- tion at the sinusoid’s frequency. Oliensis has considered
tional constitutes a commitment to a single interpretation the use of a smoothing filter that can perform smoothing
of the original data, d(t). The functional with limited distortion, but it operates at a single scale and

requires foreknowledge of the appropriate smoothing scale
E(u) 5 Ett

ta
uu(t) 2 d(t)u2 1 lku(t)2 dt (7) to synthesise a suitable matched filter [41].

Since other contours with moderate curvature also ap-
pear to be natural descriptions, as illustrated in the previ-

selects the lowest curvature interpretation of the original ous figure, why should functions be smoothed towards a
data while rejecting alternative (higher mean squared cur- curvature of zero? For curves forming the boundaries of
vature) interpretations even though they are equally plau- curved objects, zero curvature may be a less likely a priori
sible based on either physical or perceptual constraints estimate since the entire object must have a convex contour
(for example, see Fig. 2). at a sufficiently coarse scale, and hence a mean positive

Minimum curvature approximations of noisy data, how- curvature.2 It can be argued that for a closed curve (an
ever, are not necessarily the most appropriate. We suggest object) with area a the most neutral assumption is that it
that the customary preference for surfaces of near zero is a circular blob. In this case, a reasonable default assump-
curvature, despite its mathematical simplicity, may be un- tion for the mean curvature of such an object is3 Ïf/a. In
necessarily conservative as a model of either the natural
world or human perception. In fact, when the surface data

2 We will arbitrarily define positive curvature to be convex, with fullis intrinsically curved, the use of the conventional thin
generality. The sign of the curvature function is arbitrary and its assign-beam smoothing process (or any functional with a linear
ment is immaterial.

Green’s function) may make it difficult to smooth noisy 3 Since the most neutral assumption for the shape of a closed object
data sufficiently to extract measurements such as curvature is a circular blob, if the area is a 5 fr2, then the radius is roughly

Ïa/f.without seriously corrupting them.
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general, of course, an object’s contour is not a single uni- case of ci 5 0, like the thin-plate approximation, corres-
ponds to an intrinsic preference for flat surfaces overform circle and this default assumption is far from consis-

tent with reality. What is a natural a priori curvature to curved ones, and hence a world-model composed of
flat surfaces.assume in this case?

Regardless of what a priori choice we make for natural The optimization problem is solved in practice using
conjugate gradient descent with multiple restarts to mini-curvatures of objects, it will be inappropriate for a wide

range of structures that are not consistent with it. It is mize the energy functional with respect to the positions of
the sample points normal to the curve boundary.possible, however, to construct a continuum of smooth-

ing functionals

3.1. Discontinuities and Parts

E(u, c) 5 Etb

ta
iu(t) 2 d(t)i2 1 lS(u(t), c)2 dt (11) It is not merely the smoothing of the original data that

we wish to achieve, but also its decomposition. This is of
fundamental importance in obtaining a more concise and

that allow us to extract multiple interpretations of the origi- abstract description of the input. We do this through the
nal data as a function of c. The minimization of this func- introduction of surface discontinuities as part of the
tional can be performed for various values of c producing smoothing and interpolation process. By allowing the fitted
different results u(t). If we choose S(u(t), c) to have the solution to ‘‘fracture’’ as it is forced to fit the input data,
form (ku(t) 2 c) then c tunes the curvature constraint and arbitrarily close fits to the input can be achieved irrespec-
the minima of the family of functionals given by tive of l and the curvature tuning.

As the solution to the variational problem converges
to its stationary point the magnitude of the smoothnessE(u, c) 5 Etb

ta
iu(t) 2 d(t)i2 1 l(ku(t) 2 c)2 dt (12)

function, analogous to the potential energy density, can
be measured locally. This measures how well the solution
ui(t) actually achieves the particular target curvature beingspecifies the set of functions u(t) that correspond to uniform
used in the specific minimization. If the value of thecurvature approximations of the original data. The applica-
smoothing term, S(ui(t), ci), is very large, it indicates thattion of this set of functionals, collectively, is what we define
the underlying data, d(t) could not naturally be fit withas curvature-tuned smoothing (CTS) and each functional
a function of the desired curvature. In other words, thealone is a layer of the process. For any functional E(u, c),
particular target curvature being used was not an appro-the solution function u(t) is the smooth approximation of
priate descriptive model for the portion of the data overthe original data under a different a priori assumption, c,
which the function was being fit. In this case, the fittedof what the curvature should be. As such, the constant c
function must be ‘‘broken,’’ just as a natural material wouldwill be referred to as the target curvature. In principle,
break if it was subjected to excessive stress. This leads tothis tuning parameter is a continuous variable that varies
a piecewise evaluation of the energy functional, which canfrom 2y (infinitely concave) through zero (flat) to 1y
be formulated as(infinitely convex). In practice, we will use this parameter

to discretely sample curvature space at fixed values de-
noted by ci . Ei(ui , ci) 5 ET

0
iui(t) 2 d(t)i2 1 (1 2 li(t))(ku(t) 2 ci)2 dt,

If the target curvature is equal to zero (ci 5 0) the effects
(13)are very much like those of the approximation for the thin-

plate smoothing model (using the ‘‘quadratic variation’’
[19]). Our solution (Eq. (12)) expresses a more general where li(t) is a line process, as has been applied in thin-

beam smoothing [16]. The line process in a binary functionapproximation to the energy of a rod under tension than
the conventional linearized model, but behaves similarly. that is used to specify the discontinuity loci; where li(t) is

one, the smoothing constraint is suspended at that pointWhen the solution approaches being perfectly flat, these
two solutions converge. In contrast, the case for ci @ 0 in that layer. A set of solutions to this problem with discon-

tinuities is illustrated in Fig. 3.corresponds to an attempt to fit a convex solution to the
original data, while the solution for ci ! 0 corresponds to If the constraining data has a simple crease in it, it can be

modelled as a single discontinuity which can be accuratelya concave fit.
The differing possible values for the target curvature localized by a deterministic thin-plate model. When discon-

tinuities are closely spaced, however, they interact withconstitute models for the fitting process. In essence, the
choice of any specific target curvature corresponds to a each other in a nonlinear manner [7, 8, 57]. A simple greedy

algorithm that inserts discontinuities iteratively at locationschoice of a specific model or preconception of how a
natural surface or contour in the world behaves. The where the surface is most highly stressed will not result in
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FIG. 3. A curve with discontinuities at several tunings. The poison sumac plant leaf, shown in the upper right, is processed using the curvature-
tuned smoothing method using several values of the tuning parameter (before ‘‘pruning’’). Small crosses on the input curve show the sample data
points. The input data was actually not closed curve, but has a break in the lower right and an isolated data point away from the rest of the contour
in that region. The tuning value is shown at the lower left of each decomposition. The small circles mark the discontinuities. For most tunings, the
curve ‘‘shatters’’ into many small segments, except in regions where the tuning allows the curve to be described in a natural manner.

the optimal solution for the functional (this is illustrated subproblem. In short, elaborate discontinuity insertion
methods are needed to solve the difficult problem ofin Fig. 4).

A variety of elaborate methods have been developed to optimal discontinuity detection that arises when disconti-
nuities are closely spaced. This phenomenon is illustratedinsert discontinuities in an energy-minimization context

[8, 16, 20, 22, 35, 40, 45, 58]. Many of these solutions in Fig. 4.
Regions with closely spaced discontinuities necessarilycould be applied in the curvature tuned smoothing con-

text. For the application of curvature tuned smoothing are those that are not well-fit by the individual primitives
under consideration. We suggest that these parts of thedescribed here, we require only the detection of large

curve subparts or surface patches and not their pre- description (due to their intrinsic high energy) are less
stable other parts of the curve (or the same parts at othercise boundaries.

Although the insertion of discontinuities is an important scales) and, hence, are not desirable for use in recognition.
As such, the problem of precisely locating these ‘‘dense’’issue, we believe that use of sophisticated discontinuity

insertion methods are not critical to the success of our discontinuities is de-emphasised. It is for these reasons that
we use a simple and efficient greedy method.method, and hence, we avoid digressing into this complex
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these quantities are invariant to rotations and translations
of the surface.

For several significant classes of surface, the principal
curvatures are sufficient to recover (and, hence, uniquely
identify) the original surface. In particular, this is true for
the important class known as graph surfaces i.e. height
fields of the form (x, y, z(x, y)). This is the form of surface
that occurs most commonly in computational vision, de-
rived either from illumination based methods such as
shape-from-shading or from range sensors4 [6].FIG. 4. Optimal discontinuity versus greedy insertion. When disconti-

nuities are closely spaced, they interact nonlinearly and are difficult to As in the case of one-dimensional curvature and thin
localize. The top curve illustrates a large curve with a small valley that rods, these surface curvatures have natural analogues in
should (ideally) be separated by the insertion of two discontinuities. An

terms of the behavior of thin elastic plates. The potentialopportunistic algorithm typically inserts a single discontinuity as shown
energy density of a thin plate is proportional to [9, 57]on the left, and then is unable to insert another. The optimal solution,

shown on the right, is not found.

2H(x, y, u(x, y))2 2 K(x, y, u(x, y)), (14)

where H and K are the mean and Gaussian surface curva-Since the interaction between discontinuities drops off
tures. This is proportional torapidly with distance (this is related to the Green’s function

associated with the problem, given later), we can extract
discontinuities in an efficient ‘‘greedy’’ manner if we are k2

1 1 k2
2 (15)

willing to accept errors in precise discontinuity placement.
In view of these considerations, we elect to iteratively insert which can be linearized as
discontinuities at the maxima of the energy functional.
At each iteration of the optimization process, if the point

u2
xx 1 u2

yy 1 2u2
xy (16)of maximum energy on the curve exceeds the scale-

dependent threshold ji (discussed in Section 7), a disconti-
nuity is inserted there. In practice, multiple discontinuities and is known as the quadratic variation [19] and has been
can be inserted simultaneously, so long as they are used as a stabilizer for thin plate surface modelling.
substantially further apart than the width of the Green’s

3.3. Curvature-Tuned Smoothing on Surfaces
function of the minimization problem (discussed later).
Inserting multiple discontinuities at once, however, is a

Although the mean and Gaussian curvature provide thepragmatic issue that does not alter the fundamental
most natural analogy with plate energy, the principal curva-nature of the computation.
tures are actually a more convenient computational de-For regions where the data was badly fit at a particular
scription for generalizing curvature-tuned smoothing tocurvature tuning and, hence, many closely space disconti-
surface data, due to their isomorphic computational andnuities will be introduced, the discontinuity structure may
physical behavior. The energy density equation (Eq. (15))be different from the optimal arrangement [8, 14]. This is
for a naturally flat plate can be modified to express a thinof little import since these regions are the ones that do
plate with a natural curvature other than zero. In termsnot match the curvature at which they are being fit and
of the principal curvatures, this is given byhence destined to be discarded. At some other value of

the curvature tuning parameter they may be represented
as a smooth discontinuity-free section. (k1 2 c1)2 1 (k2 2 c2)2, (17)

3.2. Surfaces where c1 and c2 are the two target curvatures. By combining
this with a constraint from the original input data, we

Although curvature seems to be an useful quantity for
surface description as well as curves, its precise definition

4 In general, for a complete description of an arbitrary surface weand application is slightly more complex. The principal
require all six of the equations of Weingarten (expressed in terms of thecurvatures k1(u(x, y), x, y) and k2(u(x, y), x, y) (denoted Christoffel symbols of the second kind which, in turn, are functions of

for simplicity as k1 and k2) completely define the local the surface partial derivatives). For the special case of compact convex
surfaces, the Gaussian curvature alone is sufficient.curvature structure. As with one-dimensional curvature,
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FIG. 5. Spherical region extracted from range image. The image depicts a block-shaped part with a concave depression in it. The image is from
the NRC range image database. The dark lines, show the region that was extracted by a concave spherical tuning, the lighter area is labelled as
poorly fit. The data was eroded to remove small ‘‘shatter’’ regions, and hence occupies only a subregion of the true spherical bowl. Note that various
secondary operations such as dilation could be applied to recover more of the original area.

form the curvature-tuned smoother for surface data in 4. THE INFLUENCE FUNCTION
three dimensions:

Under appropriate conditions linear variational prob-
lems can be expressed in terms of their associated Green’sE

S
(ui(x, y) 2 d(x, y))2 1 l1(k1 2 c1,i)2 1 l2(k2 2 c2,i)2 dx dy. function. This explicitly expresses the sensitivity of the

solution at a point to perturbations in the input data at(18)
other locations. Although the nonlinear functional used
for curvature-tuned smoothing does not have a Green’sSince the roles of k1 and k2 are physically identical, a
function per se, we can, nevertheless, examine its behaviorsimpler version of the surface smoother which recognizes
in response to small input changes and, hence, assure itsthat fact is
stability with respect to small changes in the input (hence,
its conformity to Marr’s principle of graceful degradation).

Furthermore, a Green’s (or influence) function with lo-E
S

(ui(x, y) 2 d(x, y))2 1 l[(k1 2 c1,i)2 1 (k2 2 c2,i)2] dx dy.
cal support implies that the system will have a natural and(19)
locally consistent behavior. Changes at a given location
will have substantial effects primarily at its immediate

This leads to a two-dimensional descriptive space for neighbors. For small changes in the input, the behavior of
object primitives. Curves are described using roughly circu- the energy functional can be linearly approximated. Again,
lar regions with different curvatures. Surfaces are de- for simplicity, we will consider the one-dimensional case;
scribed with patches having different canonical two-dimen- the two-dimensional case is a simple but tedious extension.
sional structure: convex or concave spheroidal, cylindrical, By approximating ku(t) by u0(t), under the assumption that
hyperbolic, etc. A coarse sampling of this space leads to u9(t) remains small, we obtain what we will refer to as a
a description akin to that produced using the combinations tuned version of the thin plate model.5 The Euler–Lagrange
of signs of curvature: both positive is convex spherical; one equation for the ‘‘tuned thin-plate problem’’
zero and one positive is convex cylindrical, etc. By sampling
the two-dimensional curvature space more finely, a de- Ei 5 E (ui(t) 2 d(t))2 1 l(u0i (t) 2 ci)2 dt (20)
scription with greater structural resolution is produced.
That is, we can discriminate between surface regions that

5 A more general linearized version of the tuned model may be obtained
are highly curved cylinders and those that are gently curved by assuming that u9(t) 5 g(t), i.e., a fixed value at each point on the
cylinders. The results of the application of this process for function. This assumption does not alter the subsequent analysis, except

to make it syntactically more unwieldy.specific tuning values are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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FIG. 6. Cylindrical convex region extracted from ‘‘wave’’ image. The image depicts a wavy object from obtained from the University of
Pennsylvania GRASP lab range scanner. The dark lines show the region that was extracted by a convex tuning.

is given by The rapid decay of this function means that the effects
of discontinuities or changes to the input data are high
localized. It also makes explicit the role of l as a scale con-ui(t) 1 lu00i (t) 5 d(t) (21)
stant.

independent of ci . The natural boundary conditions for 5. UNIQUENESS AND LOCAL MINIMA
the Euler–Lagrange equation are given by6

The desirability of a viewpoint invariant functional based
on curvature, and its inherent nonlinearity, has been ob-u-i (0) 5 u-i (T) 5 0 (24)
served by other authors (using a form of regularizing
smoothing computation different from CTS, but similar to

and that computed for the single layer of CTS having the tuning
parameter ci set to zero). Blake and Zisserman were among
the first to comment on this ([7; 8, p. 170; 53] also makeu0i (0) 5 u0i (T) 5 ci . (25)
this observation and deal with it in a similar manner). They
suggest solving the problem with a first stage of minimiza-

For a spatial domain of infinite extent, the Green’s function tion using a membrane model to estimate the surface deriv-
is identical to that for the conventional thin-plate. The atives. A second minimization stage is then proposed,
intuitive explanation for this is that for infinite extents it based on an approximation to curvature while using the
is impossible to bias them towards circles of substantial approximate first derivatives from the first stage as if
curvature. For an infinite line, this Green’s function has they were constants. This results in a process composed
the form of two quadratic functionals (ignoring the discontinuity

processes). Although this approach leads to a unique
minimum, it does not guarantee it is the global minimum

G(t0 , t) 5
1

2l1/4 e2ut2t0u/l1/4Ï2 cos S ut 2 t0u

l1/4Ï2
2 f/4D . (26)

for the original problem of smoothing with minimized cur-
vature. If the problem of smoothing with minimized
curvature were indeed to be nonconvex, then the approach

6 The boundary conditions for the full nonlinear one-dimensional CTS to solving it using a combination of two convex approxi-
problem are given by

mating processes would produce a consistent solution. This
solution, however, would not necessarily correspond to theS u0i (t)

Ï1 1 u9i (t)2
2 cD5 0 (22) global minimum of the original problem.

Although the curvature-tuned smoother, even when
tuned to zero curvature, does not satisfy the necessaryand
conditions for a provably convex problem7 [7], the exis-

2u-i (t)u9i (t)2 1 u0i (t)u9i (t)cÏ1 1 u9i (t)2 2 3u0i (t)2u9i (t) 1 2u-i (t) 5 0 (23)
7 Convexity or local convexity follow directly if the variational problem

is quadratic or the Hessian of the Euler equation is positive definite.(at t 5 0, T).
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tence of any local minima, let alone significant ones, is
not a difficulty in practice. For small values of l the stabiliz-
ing functional (k(t) 2 ci)2 can be approximated by
([x0(t)y9(t) 2 y0(t)x9(t)]/q(t) 2 ci)2, where q(t) is a constant
function that approximates the first derivative, q(t) P
Ïx9(t)2 1 y9(t)2. That is, the curve’s arc length remains
roughly constant and the changes in the functional are
manifested mainly in the more sensitive second derivative
terms. When this approximation holds, the energy func-
tional is quadratic and, hence, guaranteed to be globally
convex [46].

More important, perhaps, is the fact that we are inter-
ested in solutions where u(t) and d(t) are fairly close to-

FIG. 7. Stability of solution. This figure illustrates the invariance ofgether. The minimum for the curvature-tuned smoother is
the final CTS solution to the initial curve estimate. The lower left showsquite stable due, in part, to this condition. The behavior a sparsely sampled very noisy curve. The upper left shows a perturbed

would seem to be characterized by the fact that if other starting ‘‘guess’’ for the solution given the same input data. The curve
on the right shows the CTS ‘‘smoothed’’ solution with a curvature tuninglocal minima exist, they are far enough away from the
of 20.02 and discontinuity insertion inhibited. This solution curve fororiginal data not to be a problem (for example, they might
both of these starting guesses and is essentially independent of the startingbe cases where the arc-length parameter becomes ex-
guess except for quantization effects.

tremely large, hence pushing the overall curvature value
to become small).

Research in materials science with both numerical
5.1. Empirical Confirmation simulations and examination of real thin-plate solids with

natural nonzero curvatures supports the supposition ofTo verify the predicted stable convergence of the curva-
the absence of problematic local minima for this type ofture-tuned smoothing process, the sensitivity of the final
problem [55].solution to the initial starting data for CTS on planar curves

was evaluated using randomly generated perturbations to
the input. Discontinuity insertion was inhibited since the

6. CURVATURE SCALE SPACEissue is the global convergence of the smoothing operator.
For an ensemble of 50 input curves, alternative initial con-
ditions for the minimization process were generated by The set of decompositions defined by the curvature tuned

smoothing operation can also be described as a scale space.adding random Gaussian noise to the point data defining
the curves (a variety of tests based on manual deformations The stabilizer S(?, ci) used for curvature tuned smoothing

has the property of selecting not only structures that canof the curves were also carried out). The data sets included
cases with mixed convex and concave curvature as well as be naturally described at different curvatures, but also

structures with different spatial extents (i.e., scales). Thisa fixed sign of curvature. These manually selected starting
functions were then perturbed by the addition of zero observation is important because it indicates that the repre-

sentation can be used to access different aspects of anmean Gaussian noise normal to the local tangent. This was
carried out on between four and 10 independent trials per object’s shape and that robustness can be obtained by using

coarser scales.curve using curvature tunings in the range 20.4 and 0.4
and with standard deviations s of the noise distribution of The segments produced when the target curvature is

close to zero must, of necessity, have low curvature. If thisbetween one and 16 for each starting estimate.
The final solution for the maximum difference between was not the case, the segments would have poor ‘‘smooth-

ness’’ and thus have discontinuities inserted in them. Thesetwo solutions u1 and u2 for any given problem data d(t)
varied by under 1% over 50 trials. Furthermore, the bulk low curvature segments are approximations to circular arcs

of large radius. Conversely, the segments selected whenof this residual difference resided in the displacement of
the points making up the discrete curve tangentially along the curvature tuning is large must have high curvature.

This naturally limits both their length and spatial extent.the curve, rather than as changes in the normal direction
(this is due to the particular minimization strategy used). The regularization parameter, l, also has properties re-

lated to the extent of the influence function properties (seeTwo examples of alternative starting point sets u1(t) and
u2(t) that converged to the same final solution (using the Eq. (26)). For this reason, it can be described as a scale

parameter [8]. Since l controls the ‘‘width’’ of the influencesame data set d(t)) are shown in Fig. 7.
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7. PARAMETER INTERRELATIONSHIPS

The curvature-tuned smoothing process, as described so
far, has three free parameters (for each curvature tuning
layer): the curvature tuning value at which the process will
be performed, the constant l determining the amount of
smoothing, and the discontinuity insertion threshold (or,
alternatively, the cost of a discontinuity). Although theseFIG. 8. Simple circle estimator.
three parameters could be varied independently, their
physical interpretations indicate that they are, in fact, cou-
pled. The curvature tuning for the smoothing is related to

function for the smoother,8 it can be used to couple the scale since it specifies the curvature for the parts to be
influence function’s spatial extent to the circumference extracted during a single minimization. The stabilizing con-
associated with the curvature tuning. This embodies the stant l is related to spatial scale through its effect on the
principle that the region of support for a large circle of region of support for the local influence function. Finally,
low curvature must be correspondingly large. This intuitive the discontinuity insertion threshold is related to the fine-
principle is borne out if we consider the estimation of the ness of the sampling of curvature space and, hence, to the
radius of a circle from a set of data points. As the radius values of ci at which the decompositions will be performed.
increases, the effect of a perturbation in one of the points In order for the results of the CTS process to be scale
becomes increasingly large, independent, we require the characteristics of the process

to scale uniformly with radius of curvature.
As discussed earlier, it is appropriate for the region of

R(h) 5
c2

8h
1

h
2

, (27) support for a curvature estimate to be commensurate with
the expected radius of curvature.9

At each layer, li is chosen in proportion to the inverse
where c is the chord between the two extremal points and of the curvature tuning since the region of support of the
h is the height of the perpendicular bisector (Fig. 8). For influence function kernel is directly proportional to the
an error « in the estimate of h, the relative error in the stabilizing constant:
radius as a function of h is given by

li 5 A/ci . (30)

Thus, only the constant of proportionality, A, for the entireR(h) 2 R(h 1 «)
R(h 1 «)

5
«(2c2 2 4h2 2 4«h)

h(c2 1 4h2 1 8«h 1 4«2)
(28)

set must be determined.
The discontinuity threshold, ji , determines the precision

of the segments produced at a given curvature tuning; thatwhich, as h becomes small (and the radius becomes
is, how faithful they must be to that target curvature inlarge) approaches
order to be allowable. Segments of the curve whose curva-
ture is much higher (or lower) than the target curvature
will naturally be described with lower energy or residualR(h) 2 R(h 1 «)

R(h 1 «)
5

2«c2

h(c2 1 4«2)
(29)

at the next higher (or lower) target curvature. Such seg-
ments can be broken in an attempt to find a subsection
that will be well described at the current tuning. As such,(or, conversely, R/h 5 2c2/8h2 1 1/2). Hence, as the
the value of the discontinuity threshold is naturally associ-radius becomes large, and h becomes small, the effect of
ated with the distance between curvature tuning values.a small perturbation can become substantial. In order to
Since the curvature sampling need not be uniform, thiscompensate for this increasing instability, a large set of
threshold may take on different values for curvaturesdata points is required. By estimating the curvature for
greater than the target curvature (k(t) . ci) and for thoselow-curvature regions over a larger number of points the
less than the target curvature (k(t) , ci). The discontinuityeffects of small random errors is cancelled out. This rela-
thresholds are thus given bytionship is exploited in adjusting the scale parameters in

the next section.
j2,i 5 Buci 2 ci21u (31)

9 Having an influence function extent tied to the radius of curvature8 We can define the ‘‘width’’ of the influence function as the spatial
range for which its envelope has some fixed fraction of its maximum allows estimates to be made with uniform errors across the curvature-

scale space.amplitude, say 20% of its peak value.
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(translation) of the description within the tuning space.
That is, segments that were represented at tunings ca , cb ,
and cd are represented at ca11 , cb11 , and cd11 .

This stable behavior in response to changes in the tuning
parameter is a direct result of the stabilizing effect of the
smoothness term. The smoothing imposed by the curvature
term of the energy function reduces the potential variation
of the signal’s curvature, and brings it closer to the tuning
value. For large values of l the sensitivity of the discontinu-
ity locations to the tuning value drops to zero since the
curve is always forced to near-perfect smoothness. For
moderate values of l, the smoother’s property of attenuat-
ing noise also attenuates variations in the signal’s behavior
as the tuning value changes. This is, of course, partially
dependent on j. If j is small, and hence discontinuities
are inserted promiscuously, then subtle variations in the
solution will lead to changes in the discontinuity pattern.

8. FORMING DESCRIPTIONS
FIG. 9. Discontinuities versus tuning. The locations of discontinuities

along the curve are shown for varying values of the curvature tuning. Once the series of minimizing functions and their discon-
The vertical axis indicates the value of l with zero being at the lower

tinuities have been determined, a description of the inputedge. The horizontal axis is arc-length along the curve. The lines mark
the positions of discontinuities. Observe that most of the discontinuity
profiles are straight and fairly continuous over substantial portions of
the space. These data are extracted from the contour of the ‘‘black
maple’’ leaf.

j1,i 5 Buci 2 ci11u, (32)

where B is a constant of proportionality.

7.1. Sensitivity to Parameter Values

A significant issue with any representation is that of its
stability (or fragility) with respect to the free parameters
that define it. There is no doubt that the choices of the
core three parameters, l, j and the set of tuning values ci ,
and hence the choices of A and B, play a major role in
determining the descriptions obtained from the curvature-
tuned smoothing-and-decomposition process.

The choices for ci crucially establish the class of parts
that the process will extract. The discontinuity locations,
and hence the description, vary only gradually with the
tuning parameter. Figure 9 illustrates the incremental vari-
ations in the decomposition as ci changes, with discontinu-
ities shifting only slightly in position. This stable variation
with ci is important to the robust performance in the face
of scale change and deformation of the data. Since the

FIG. 10. Discontinuities in curvature-scale space. The locations ofsmoothness functional measures the relationship between
discontinuities in a curve are plotted as a function of position and curvaturethe data and the a priori curvature target, the effect of
tuning. Values of the curvature tuning parameter at which they were ex-scaling of the data is analogous to shifting of the tuning
tracted are shown along the horizontal axis, with zero being in the center.

parameter. Sampling sufficiently to assure the description The horizontal axis is arc-length along the curve. The lines show the
changes only slightly from one value of the tuning parame- positions of discontinuities. Observe that most of the discontinuity profiles

are straight and fairly continuous over substantial portions of the space.ter to another, the effect of scaling is limited to a shift
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FIG. 11. Oak leaf description. An oak leaf contour described using the curvature tuned smoother. Each copy of the curve corresponds to a
description using a different value of the tuning parameter. The tuning values are shown at the lower left of the descriptions. Small circles mark
discontinuities. Segments extracted for the final description are drawn in heavier black. Note that for many tuning values, much of the data is not
naturally described and is hence broken into many small segments.

can be obtained in terms of ‘‘curvature-scale space.’’ The using the GNC algorithm [8] when a discontinuity position
is plotted as a function of the stabilizing constant, l.locations of discontinuities (and hence of discontinuity-

free regions) vary little for similar values of the tuning In order to locally evaluate the quality of the decomposi-
tion, we can determine the net value of the smoothnessparameter, as with traditional thin-plate smoothing. This

follows from the form of the Green’s function and is illus- functional over each of the segments individually. Because
the positions of the segments along the curve vary graduallytrated Fig. 10. The locations of the boundaries of these

segments tend to be stable across ‘‘scales.’’ This stability as a function of the curvature tuning, the tuned smoothness
e S(u(t), t) dt of a segment can easily be compared to thatproperty is only natural: if we move through curvature

tuning space, for a segment that can be well described of the same segment at neighboring scales except over
intervals in curvature space where the segment structureusing a value of the tuning parameter of cj , it should be

possible to construct a segment for tuning cj11 5 cj 1 Dcj changes. This allows the selection of those segments across
the space of the tuning parameter that have the best (low-which has a similar but slightly shifted curvature and,

hence, is still close to the data. Eventually, the curvature est) tuned-smoothness values relative to their neighbors
at adjacent tunings and, hence, that serve as the mostdrifts so far from the natural curvature of the data that

this segment ‘‘shatters’’ and the semistable description van- natural and consistent descriptions of the data. These are
the segments from our a priori set of models that suit theishes. This stability process is also consistent with the stable

discontinuity locations observed for thin-plate smoothing input stimulus. By using only these segments to form our
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and the set of these for an object, o, constitutes its (first
order) description, S1(o). Observe that the curvature tun-
ing at which the descriptor was extracted serves as a coarse
estimate of the mean curvature of the segment at a particu-
lar smoothing scale. We do not explicitly encode the curva-
ture of the segment itself. The best-fit tuning is similar to
the quantized mean curvature over the segment. This is
merely an analogy, however; the tuning is not formally
equivalent to the mean curvature. This estimate of mean
curvature is a stable measurement; the averaged curvature
over a neighborhood is a far more stable estimator than
the local curvature function, even when a second-order
regularizing smoother is used [24].

For smoothly curved data, this extremely simple descrip-
tion yields substantial disambiguating power. For data that
has sharp corners, however, the angle between the corners
is not likely to be robustly described as a smooth curve at
any curvature scale. In this case, the description can be
simply augmented to provide more information on the
segments. This is done by adding the mean tangent infor-
mation t over the segment to the descriptor,

s2
j 5 (tj , lj , ci,j , tj), (34)

FIG. 12. Oak-leaf in curvature-scale space. Image of an oak leaf with
the extracted parts shown by lines plotted with the curvature tuning at

to produce a slightly less compact object description, S2(o).which they were extracted versus the arc-position at which they occurred.
In practice, S1 provides great descriptive power, and is
used exclusively in the matching experiments we will de-
scribe. The reason for this is simple: not only does each

object representation, we obtain a description that is com- segment describe the data that it encompasses, but if the
pact in terms of the number of primitives (the segments object is smooth and the curvature space is sampled suffi-
before selection and the ensuing representation are shown ciently, there will be some segment covering every portion
in Figs. 11 and 12 while a mapping from a curve to its of the object. Hence, the orientation information between
representation is shown in Fig. 13). segments is captured implicitly by the segment that covers

the region that joins them. This is illustrated in Fig. 14. If
there are polygonal objects in the scene, however, it is8.1. Curve Abstraction
quite likely that some vertices will have curvature so high

Once the curve has been partitioned into segments
(despite the smoothing) that no segment adequately de-

(parts) via the insertion of discontinuities, we have imposed
scribes them. As a consequence, the representation may

a large measure of structure on the original data; or con-
provide insufficient information to determine the angle

versely, we have extracted a large measure of structure.
between pairs of straight edges. For example, it will not

The parts themselves, being sections of roughly uniform
reliably permit a rectangle and a parallelogram to be distin-

curvature, are simple yet they carry substantial expressive
guished. Although the rich description provided by S1 will

power as a group. As shown earlier, a smoothly curved
still be quite good, the use of S2 may be preferable in

object such as a silhouette can be described with only some
such cases.

15 or fewer segments. For simply representing categorical
object structure (coarse shape) we do not need to retain all

9. MATCHINGthe internal point locations for each segment. The segments
can be encoded in a much simpler form: by their length The segment description S1 specified earlier can be di-
(l 5 utI 2 tFu), mean position (t), and the curvature tuning rectly used for rotation invariant object matching. This will
used to extract them (ci). This simple encoding will be be described below. Objects are described by a canonical
referred to as the (type one) segment descriptor for a seg- set of segments (or parts), enumerated as we proceed
ment j, around the contour (in practice, this listing of segments is

repeated to achieve matching independent of the initial
s1

j 5 (tj , lj , ci,j), (33) position [37]). These parts express information of varying
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FIG. 13. Poison sumac leaf and scale-space. The CTS description of the poison sumac leaf is shown with the segments corresponding to certain
features on the leaf illustrated.

degrees of locality and embody information at multiple curvature (or scale). Matching algorithms may exploit ei-
ther one, or both of these dimensions.scales at the same location. This makes the part structure

a two-dimensional description: one dimension is elapsed In order to illustrate the descriptive sufficiency of the
parts extracted with curvature-tuned smoothing, a specificarc length as we circumnavigate the curve; the other is
matching method based on an even simpler description
than S1 will be constructed. This description, which we will
refer to as S0 (the type zero segment description) encodes
the segment using only its ordinal position along the con-
tour nj (rather than the precise position), its length, and
its curvature tuning:

s0
j 5 (nj , lj , ci, j). (35)

We will perform this matching using structure only in the
arc-length dimension, exploiting the structure in the scale
dimension only in an implicit manner. That is, a match

FIG. 14. Overlapping segments describing an curve. The segments
consists of a sequence of segments along the curve beingdescribing a smooth curve overlap and hence the relative orientations
similar to a sequence from another curve. Since the similar-between segments are coded implicitly. In this example, the relative

orientation between segments 1 and 3 is constrained by segment 2. ity measure includes the curvature parameters, the scale
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dimension including effects such as the containment of a either curve is achieved by doubling the series of tokens
and looking only for a substring of half the total lengthsmall-scale segment within a coarser one (a small bump

within a larger bump) is embedded in the description. The [13, 37]. That is, we look for the best matching of the test
curve in a double-length model. By constructing a matchingkey element in the matching process is the metric for part

similarity that we will define. This follows naturally from function that ensures that matched curves have the same
sequence of (multiscale) primitives, matching is made ro-the segment descriptor S0. To perform the matching, we

can readily use a dynamic programming method [1, 17, bust with respect to local deformations in a curve.
This has been demonstrated using an algorithm that37]. As this method implicitly encodes the segment se-

quence along the contour, we will not directly encode this constructs an incrementally expanded table of costs such
that for two curves composed of segments, entry C(i, j) invalue in the segment comparison metric.

Segments of low curvature tend to correspond to larger the cost table reflects the match the first i segments that
one curve makes with the first j segments from the other.spatial extents of the curve and are computed with a

broader influence function. For this reason, they are more The process of matching one contour with another is then a
process of executing the dynamic program for an observedimmune to noise. Furthermore, since we sample curvature

space geometrically, low curvature segments are less sensi- data set against the set of models. The complexity of the
dynamic programming process for n models each com-tive to distortions such as those due to perspective or bend-

ing; larger absolute changes in radius are required to alter prised of up to m segments is O(nm).
This procedure has been shown to be appropriate forthe structure. For similar reasons, segments of substantial

length are also more stable than short segments. matching curves that are noisy versions of one another or
that have undergone a limited amount of deformation [13].The matching metric for type-zero segments has the form
For pairs of curves that have significant structural varia-
tions with respect to one another, there will be substantialks0

1 , s0
2l 5 usgn(ci,2) loguci,1u 2 sgn(ci,2) loguci,2uu 1 ul1 2 l2u.

mismatch error. For many natural processes structural vari-(36)
ations may be present at a global level while subparts and
local structures are similar. It has been suggested that one

Although the use of a L1 norm for combining these param-
way in which this can occur is when local generative pro-

eters is not crucial, the independent combination of differ-
cesses at different scales are combined in a pseudo-random

ent types of measurement information seems perceptually
or nonrigid manner [61]. In such cases the alternative ap-

appropriate. For substantially different stimulus dimen-
proach described below may be appropriate for shape

sions humans also appear to use a metric close to an L1 recognition. The algorithm used constructs a table of costs
norm [18]. Furthermore, the L1 norm is more efficient to

such that for two curves composed of type-zero seg-
compute which could be significant if the model set is

ments A 5 s0
a,1s0

a,2s0
a,3 . . . s0

a,N and B 5 s0
b,1s0

b,2s0
b,3 . . . s0

b,N .
large. A logarithmic weighting is applied to the curvature

Entry C(i, j) in the cost table has the value of match the
components to impose a resolution preference for coarse-

first i segments from curve A with the first j segments from
scale information [61].

curve B. The cost for the diagonal elements in the cost
table is thus

9.1. Global Matches

Curve matching can be formulated as a dynamic pro-
C(i, i) 5 Oi

j50
ks0

a, j , s0
b, jl0 . (37)gramming problem in terms of matching an increasingly

long subsequence of segments from one curve to a series
of segments from the other. This approach is general and The significance of nondiagonal motions through the cost
can be adapted to partial matches when searching for array is that they express segments from one curve that
occluded objects [1, 13, 17, 37]. It is also space efficient do not match a corresponding segment from the other.
and avoids the use of domain dependent constructions The cost array can thus be expressed as
such as hashing functions or quantization estimates for the
search space.

As applied to the curve matching problem, a cost func-
tion is constructed which expresses the total cost for match- C(i, j) 5 min 5

C(i 2 1, j) 1 ks0
a,i , NONEl0 ,

C(i, j 2 1) 1 kNONE, s0
a, jl0 ,

C(i 2 1, j 2 1) 1 ks0
a,i , s0

b, jl0 .

(38)
ing an increasingly long subsequence of segments from one
curve to a series of segments from the other. The dynamic
programming state number expresses the number of seg-
ments matched so far. A match is reflected by a path The process of matching one contour with another is then a

process of executing the dynamic program for an observedthrough the cost array corresponding to a sequence of
matching segments. Invariance to the initial position on data set against the set of models. The complexity of the
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dynamic programming process for n models each com-
prised of up to m segments is O(nm). Since the curvature-
tuned smoothing description produces a comparatively
small set of segments per object this is acceptable (i.e., m
is typically around 15). A simple method for accelerating
the search is to use only the lowest curvature segments
(i.e., the coarsest scale) for an initial matching process,
followed by a second matching using the full description
across curvature space against the subset of models that
provided the closest matches.

10. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we review the application of the CTS
representation to matching including the specification of
typical values for the free parameters. The process of com-
puting a CTS-based representation of an object and using
it for matching consists of the following steps. The free
parameters for the process are:

• A, the scaling factor for the stabilizing constant. In
practice, a value of 1000 is used. FIG. 15. Distribution of model ‘‘distances.’’ The graph illustrates the

distribution of similarity measures between different models for the seg-• B, the constant relating the discontinuity threshold to
ments extracted from a lilac leaf.the curvature sampling rate. In practice, a value of 2 is used.

Note that the range of scales over which the computation
is performed ranges from zero to the curvature cmax associ- In experimental trials of 50 object contours were pro-
ated with the radius of a single pixel and, hence, is not a cessed using the description obtained from curvature-
free parameter. tuned smoothing. The values of the distance metric de-

scribing the similarity of one object to another was, in
1. Compute the multiscale CTS representation of an

general, broadly distributed among the set of objects: some
unknown object. Sample curvature over a range of curva-

objects were quite similar to the target; others varied along
tures specified by cmax .

an axis of increasing dissimilarity. In particular, the silhou-
2. At each scale, minimize the energy functional produc-

ettes of leaves were consistently matched to others of the
ing a set of segments.

same species. Although difficult to measure objectively,
this continuous similarity measure agreed well with observ-(a) Compute the first CTS decomposition using ci 5
ers’ subjective appraisal of how similar the shapes were2cmax (e.g., so that the radius of curvature matches the
(rather than finding all nonmatching objects to be equallysmallest salient feature).
dissimilar). The distance distribution among possible mod-(b) Compute the successive CTS decompositions us-
els for one of the objects, along with some alternativeing ci 5 ci21/2 until the absolute value of ci is close to zero
models, is shown in Fig. 15.(e.g., a radius of curvature is equal to the image size, in

As an application-specific modification, matching strate-the examples shown here cmin 5 uciu 5 0.005).
gies such as dynamic programming can be readily tuned(c) Compute the CTS decomposition using ci 5 cmin .
to look for correspondence in the scale dimension ex-(d) Compute the successive CTS decompositions us-
plicitly. In addition, alternative methods for matching theing ci 5 ci21 p 2 until the value of ci reaches cmax .
segments produced from curvature-tuned smoothing are

3. The set of descriptors for all these scales constitutes possible, both for curve and surface data [11].
the contents of the scale space.

4. Over the resulting scale space representation, select 11. CONCLUSION
the best descriptors (Section 8).

5. For each object in a library of known objects for The use of a collection of curvature-based minimizing
operators, which we term collectively ‘‘curvature-tunedwhich such descriptions have been computed, compare the

set of descriptors using the dynamic matching method of smoothing’’ has been developed to address several diffi-
culties with existing approaches to smoothing, interpola-Section 9.1.
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tion, segmentation, and curve and surface description. The fested primarily in the small-scale descriptors and a large
measure of robustness is obtained.new approach provides a multiscale description of objects,

but one in which the notion of scale is based on curvature- • The method can deal with both open and closed curves
and can extract the descriptive primitives from the visiblescale space, rather than the conventional definition in terms

of Gaussian blurring and spatial frequency. The segmenta- portion of an occluded curve.
• The shape of many natural objects can be describedtion and description provided by curvature-tuned smooth-

ing has been shown to provide a natural and powerful in more than one way. This unavoidable ambiguity is natu-
rally captured by the CTS method. A given region of thevocabulary for the recognition of curved objects. The ease

with which this compact yet expressive description can be input can have more than one ‘‘good’’ descriptor.
• The curvature structure being extracted is not cor-applied has been demonstrated in a dynamic programming

context. It shows the distinctive ability of the approach to rupted by the smoothing technique. Conventional smooth-
ing degrades all curvature information while for CTS uni-define a broad and continuous range of similarity between

objects. This allows objects to be recognized or deemed form curvature regions are stable under smoothing.
• The refined description extracted from objects whosealike even when they have no identical subcontours, unlike

many existing approaches to curve recognition. The recog- underlying structure is smoothly curved (but noisy) is con-
cise. Each part captures a large spatial region of the datanition scheme proposed here is based on generic object

recognition. In practice, it may be that recognition over a with only a few numbers. Greater accuracy, of course,
requires a more detailed description.constrained set of objects can benefit from a task-specific

selection of features [5]. This might be accomplished by • The computations used for computing the description
are local in nature. As a result, fast parallel implementa-the use of a weighting function that emphasizes specific

features (i.e., in Eq. (36)). tions appear realizable [20]. This is an agreeable similarity
with biological vision processes.The technique, as presented, has essentially two parame-

ters that must be selected before it is applied. One of these • The parts that are extracted, being based on curvature,
are conceptually and mathematically simple and are associ-is the sampling grid for curvature space, the other is a

scalar value that determines the relevance of the model ated with models from materials science.
• The process is tunable by higher-level processes. Thisset. Both of these parameters may be chosen in a manner

that allows effective general-purpose operation, as we have can be performed dynamically.
• Combined with the matching algorithm, the experi-shown. On the other hand, these values may also be modi-

fied dynamically by higher-level processes allowing inter- mental results show that the CTS process is effective
and realistic.esting possibilities for ‘‘attentive’’ control. For small mod-

els sets, the selection of the curvature-space sampling is Several interesting issues remain to be explored further.
straightforward. The appropriate selection of a sampling These include the complete development of CTS-based
grid in general situations and the refinement of the sam- surface recognition, the inference of volumetric models
pling to obtain greater accuracy dynamically are questions from the curvature-based segments, and the reconstruction
for further investigation. of the original data from the very sparse but rich CTS de-

The representation computed by CTS is directly applica- scription.
ble to curve recognition using either the matching strategy
illustrated here, or one of several possible variants. The ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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